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THANKSGIVING

ACROSS

1 Parrot
6 Estimated time of arrival
9 Load
13 Love intensely
14 Throw
15 Express disgust
16 Tiny island
17 Energy unit
18 European nation
19 Where animals are kept
20 Cubicles
22 Affirmative
23 European sea eagle
24 Milk maker
25 Lose feathers
27 Computer memory units
29 Green gem
33 Incorporated (abbr.)
34 Less than two
35 Dog food brand
36 Any sumptuous and elaborate meal
39 Central daylight time
40 Natural occurrence
41 Globes
42 Male parent
43 Poem of praise
44 Begins again
46 Lazy person
49 Every
50 Layer
51 Wipe
53 Bad (prefix)
56 Group consisting of parents and their children
58 Covered stadium
59 Defense
61 Time period
62 Influential person
63 Island country
64 Rodent
65 Stadium
66 Frozen form of precipitation that falls as flakes
67 Compass point
68 Transparent gemstone
THANKSGIVING

DOWN

1 Indian corn
2 Soak up
3 Territory governed by a distant country
4 Greek god of war
5 Rainy
6 Where the funny bone is
7 Dorothy's dog
8 Supporting structure
9 Rested
10 What waiters carry
11 Leer at
12 Reasons
15 Passageway
20 Pear type
21 Place where one lives or dwells
24 Penny
26 Go from place to place
28 Kleenex product
30 Lager
31 Licensed practical nurse
32 Tiny mark
34 Strange
36 Pro
37 Before, poetically
38 Abdominal muscles (abbr.)
39 Sweater material
40 Swirl
42 Factor of ten
43 Greasy
45 Organized crime
47 Displayer of emotions
48 Gypsy
50 Eating dish
52 Punitive
53 Catholic worship service
54 Actor Alda
55 Stretched car
57 Iraq's neighbor
58 Desperate
60 Arc
62 Charges
THANKSGIVING

Solution:

MACAU Beta STOW
ADOREE LOBAAARGH
ISLET BTUITALY
ZOOS BOOTHYES
ERN COWMOLT
BYTES EMERALD
ICONEALPO
FEASTCDTEVENT
ORBSDADODE
RESUMESIDLER
EACHEXPLYMOP
MALFAMILYDOME
ALIBIERATTITAN
SAMOARATARENA
SNOWENEBERYL